‘in praise of the devil’ (?!)

Of course all is as it should be.
The ‘negative’ is what’s holding the experience out!
The Divine Light is what allows it all to Be-
the negative is what provides the contrast, the friction, the resistance.
The opposites are created between the two in this existence of the One Spectrum of Love in motion.

Without the negative, there would just be Pure Presence, nothing happening. And it would be Love
(It IS LOVE!)- but in its Purest ‘form’ (Unformed, Pure Potential)...
There is no experience. No expression.

But, of course, there is a natural rhythm inherent in nature that ensures there is.
This is the going out and coming back in.
The movement of the Stillness of Life.

We need both the harmonising and discordant forces. Creation and destruction (or dissolution).
Wow, to be a devil worshipper- perhaps, in its real sense (with this Whole understanding in place)-
to be in service to dark forces even (beyond being a little upstart hell-raiser just for the sake of it)-
takes a huge depth and understanding.
In a strange kind of way.
(Perhaps).

For without the dark- without the introduction of the shadow-
The Light goes nowhere.
And does nothing.
NOWHERE

And

NOTHING.

Not that I’m advocating the darkness over the Light. Not at all. Simply seeing its role in context. (I.e. the contrast-enabler of Light’s Journey- rather than (darkness’ own) isolated discord).

Thinking it’s going against Light, the darkness is paradoxically facilitating Light’s Own Journey.

It’s just a real and refreshing kind of perspective that perhaps can allow for- and facilitate / catalyse within us- more acceptance of the way things are (or might appear to be).

You know, the ‘world’ ‘situation.’

(And that doesn’t mean do nothing good either.

For you are the battle ground).

(Until you find your Peace).

The importance of the devil (or the darkness of ignorance and the ‘non-Love’ that word stands for):- For Light to know itself, a shadow must be introduced.

In ourselves (personality construct complex) and the world (world system matrix).

Whereas before we might say ‘knock it down,’ go beyond...

Now we might see the context.

Knocked down, gone beyond, there is no fuel, no journey, no movement (remaining).

Nothing to burn away in the Journey from ‘A’ to ‘B.’

(Except for the journey process in knocking it down, in going beyond- and maybe that’s enough-

Maybe that’s all there is to journey- after the building... the dissolution... then...)
NOTHING
Goes
NOWHERE.

And so as it (‘the world’) seems to ‘get worse’ it’s actually (perhaps)
(both simultaneously getting worse and...)
just a finer and finer grain / detail of experience to be had. Possibility!
Yes, away from Source (apparently)- our Pure Conscious Home.
But where else can it (appear to) happen? (Where else can The One Light be projected?)

And you can always choose
to come back to it. This is
the Journey. This is The Game!

(What we have
already provides
the framework...).

Ultimately, given a choice between God or the devil, Light and dark, Life (Consciousness) and death
(the absence of consciousness), I would choose God’s Light of Life every time.
But the point is, we don’t. (Or we don’t seem to).
And relatively there is a necessary interplay between the two.
For choice to exist. This is what I’m saying.
For there to be experience. World.
For movement to even happen.
‘They’ (those in control) (who’s in control?) are preventing Oneness from returning to Itself- from Coming Back In.

And on the large scale, that may be a violation of the Natural rhythm-

But in the smaller individual / world Journey scale as such, they’re holding out / enabling the possibility of an (even more) intricate experience (to take place) within the... matrix.

And within that... IT’S UP TO YOU.

And this is none other than Love’s experience, Always.

For LOVE IS KING.

~ Nathan Godolphin
22/06/18.